EatsCRAP....it's back! The MSD fixer

The World is Saved !

EatsCRAP - The Bio Supercharger
EatsCRAP is simply microbes and bacteria that eat poop and paper.
It comes in dissolving 2 oz baggies that have literally tens of billions of
hungry little mouths that eat your STUFF! These are the same bacteria
that we have in our gut........just more of them....lots more!
WHO USES IT and WHY ? Mostly the commercial marine industry work
boats and anyone who uses a Type ll Marine Sanitation Device (MSD) for
treating their sewage wastes. Any boat that has a toilet MUST have an
MSD type 1, 2 or 3. The USCG inspects these for proper operation.
EatsCRAP keeps it moving and purring along like our own micro-biome!
MSD's can get VERY stinky VERY FAST, if they get out of balance. Think
outhouse stinky....or even worse . Here's the FIX in a baggie.
EatsCRAP is a perfect product....just buy it and throw it in the toilet.
EatsCRAP BIO BOOSTER will instantly increase system capability.
Revitalizes your system QUICKLY by introducing tens of billions of hungry
little mouths whose destiny is to EAT POOP & PAPER! huh? wtf WOW!
All Type ll Marine Sanitation Devices (MSD) are designed and engineered to
be as efficient and maintenance-free as possible, yet still depend on
naturally occurring microbes to digest the solids, sludge and to control
odors.
While the number of these microbes (bugs) may be sufficient under
normal and ideal conditions - there simply are not enough of them to deal
with upset conditions. When you have "BUG or system KILL" in the MSD
due to harsh cleaning chemicals, a bunch of antibiotics OR have an
overload OR underload condition-the remedy is NOT to feed the natural
population with dog food or even enzyme additions. Think about it!
The Answer: EatsCRAP MORE BUGS - more hungry mouths-

Keep your System Healthy and Eliminate Odors!

EATScrap™ supplies this answer by having the highest concentration of
specifically blended natural microbes available for the marine industry. With
this massive reinforcement of microbes - an out of balance, overloaded or
just plain "soured" MSD will get back to peak balance and efficiency-FAST.
Of course, you also have to add some common sense. Don't throw the
EatsCRAP kids in an acid pool.
EatsCRAP Microbial Activated Sewage Treatment (M.A.S.T.)
Got a stinker? Here's a fix to keep you out of the MSD
EatsCRAP dissolving baggies: #EC101 EatsCRAP Bio Booster
Get a 50,100 or 200 pack of EatsCRAP today& let the party begin!
They love the CACA.
Is this a GREAT PRODUCT? Yeah....we sell it to you to flush it down your
toilet.
SHOW YOU CARE AND GIVE A CRAP! - CALL TODAY!
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